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The uses of the sulfur–gold bond in the design of new molecular clusters have gained increasing attention

in recent years. Their size and shape are diverse providing a wide variety of optical and electronic properties.

Here we present a computational study of the absorption and emission properties of a small

[Au(dithioacetate)]4 cluster as a model for these systems. The electronic structure of the Au4S8 core of

this cluster permits rationalization of the source of the optical properties and how these are connected

with that specific structural scaffold. Due to the complex nature of the aurophilic intramolecular

interactions taking place in this system, several methods were used, such as the MP2, SCS-MP2, PBE-D3,

and TPSS-D3 levels; both in gas and solvent phases. The absorption spectra of the cluster were

calculated by the single excitation time-dependent-DFT (TD-DFT) method, CC2, SCS-CC2, and ADC(2)

levels. The ab initio correlated calculations and previously reported experimental data have been used to

assess the performance of our calculations. Moreover, the emission T1–So transition was calculated,

where the SCS-CC2 level showed an excellent agreement with the experimental results. The core Au4S8
was identified as mainly responsible for the absorption and emission transitions according to the

theoretical model.
Introduction

The inorganic molecular clusters formed by transition metals
with d8 and d10 electronic conguration represent a particular
class. These chemical systems have geometries obtained from
various types of noncovalent interactions.1–4 The versatility of
the heavy transition metal coordination modes has enabled
wide structure and topology variations of the complexes. The
chemical systems involve inter- and intramolecular interactions
that lead to the formation of dimers, oligomers, chains, sheets,
clusters, and nanoparticles; generating systems of high
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complexity.5–18 In addition to the aforementioned noncovalent
interactions, metal–metal interactions in the complexes have
also been associated with the direct formation of self-
assemblies in the solid-state.19

The closed-shell metal–metal contacts have been named as
metallophilic interaction, and in the particular case of gold as
aurophilic interaction.20–28 These closed-shell interactions are
estimated to be energetically between 20 and 50 kJ mol�1 in the
case of gold(I) and to be weaker for other metals such as silver(I),
copper(I), thallium(I), mercury(II), and platinum(II).1–4,29–31 Such
interaction has been evidenced experimentally by solid-state X-ray
diffraction32–38 and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) measure-
ments.39,40 From a theoretical point of view, the nature of this weak
metallic contact in complexes and clusters has been understood as
composed by two principal contributions: dispersion and ionic.21

Moreover, the relativistic effects are present in the gold–gold
interaction, contributing approximately 20% to the interaction
energies;22 while the dispersion interaction contribution is recov-
ered in the electronic correlation. Thus, the theoretical calcula-
tions used to describe such interactions are post-Hartree–Fock
methods such as second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2), spin-component-scaled Møller–Plesset perturbation theory
(SCS-MP2), Coupled-Cluster Single, Double and Triple (CCSD(T)).
In addition to that, Density Functional Theory (DFT) with disper-
sion (Grimme approximation) correction has been used for the
same purpose.41–45 In the particular case of the DFT methods, it is
oen used for chemical systems of higher scale like large molec-
ular clusters or for solid-state with band theory.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557 | 33549
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Fig. 1 Model of the cluster of [Au(S2CCH3)]4.
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Accompanying the increase in the variability of structures
with metallophilic interactions, it has emerged a rich chemistry
in terms of the availability of a new diversity of excited states
with unusual electronic and luminescence properties.46–48 In
systems involving gold and others transition metals, the
resulting compounds have shown a similar behavior to that
observed in organic-light emitting diodes (OLEDs),49,50 with
a wide range of emission colors. This relationship is an essen-
tial feature as it allows understanding the structural properties
of these complexes through the analysis of the luminescent
properties of the materials. This will contribute to the design
and optimization of new materials with optical properties.46,51,52

Many complexes and clusters involving aurophilic interactions
reported to this date have shown luminescence properties,
indirectly evidencing the relevance of this interaction in the
optical response.2,44

Within this broad group of systems, gold(I) chalcogenides
represent an interesting subclass of absorption and lumines-
cent gold(I) clusters.2,44 We have focused on a small cluster of
gold thiolate: [Au(dta)]4 (dta ¼ dithioacetate, S2CCH3), in which
the four gold atoms are arranged to form a rhombic struc-
ture.53,54 The average Au(I)–Au(I) distance is 301.3 pm. The
optical properties of this cluster are interesting and can allow
describing larger systems. The absorption spectrum of this
cluster in carbon disulde (CS2) phase shows a band at the
407 nm peak maximum and a long-wavelength shoulder at
430 nm.55 The cluster also shows a moderate intense emission
band at 743 nm in ethanol glass at 77 K, where emission could
be assigned to gold ions in the excited state.

This work aims to understand the process of absorption and
emission of energy in the gold cluster of the type d10–d10

[Au(dithioacetate)]4. The absorption and emission processes in
the cluster will be studied using the approximate Second-Order
Coupled Cluster (CC2 and SCS-CC2), algebraic diagrammatic
construction through second-order level (ADC(2)) and time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations.

Theoretical models and calculations

The [Au(dta)]4 (dta ¼ dithioacetate, S2CCH3) cluster is modeled
using the crystal state as reference. 53,54 We have used the
experimental ligand. The theoretical structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. The geometries are fully optimized at the scalar quasi-
relativistic MP2, SCS-MP2,56 PBE,57 and TPSS58 levels. SCS-MP2
attenuates the overestimation given by the MP2 method. Also,
Grimme's dispersion correction is used to incorporate a proper
description of the weak interactions when using PBE and TPSS.
Nowadays, this approach is known as the DFT-D3 level with
Becke–Johnson (BJ) correction.59 The structure optimizations
were performed with the gold cluster in gas and CS2 phases in
the ground state. The solvent was modelled by using the
conductor-like screening model (COSMO) with a dielectric
constant (3) of 2.6 for CS2.60

Single point calculations of the equilibrium geometries were
used to study the excitation spectra by PBE and TPSS (DFT). The
excitation energy was obtained using the time-dependent
perturbation theory approach (TD).61 Also, the transition
33550 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557
energies and oscillator strengths were calculated at the
approximate second-order coupled cluster (CC2) and Spin-
Component-Scaled (SCS)-CC2 levels of approximation.62 We
have used the equilibrium distance (Re) estimated at the MP2
and SCS-MP2 levels to calculate the excitation spectrum at CC2
and SCS-CC2. Moreover, we have included the use of the ADC(2)
method,62 which is an intermediate approach between the
TDDFT and CC2 levels, for which we used the MP2 optimized
geometry. The CC2 and ADC(2) methods involve the Laplace
transformation (LT) algorithm and the reduced-virtual-space
(RVS) approximation. The RVS cut-off threshold was 60 eV.62

We have used 11 electronic transitions. On the other hand,
TDDFT is widely used in excited state studies of medium and
large molecules, because of its excellent performance and its
relatively low computational costs. However, since TDDFT
calculations might suffer from charge transfer problems, the
reliability of the obtained results should be assessed by
comparing with the results calculated at higher levels of theory
as CC2 and SCS-CC2 methods.63 Finally, we have computed the
corresponding So–T1 vertical excitations using the optimized
rst triplet excited state structures in the methods mentioned
above (in ethanol solvent with COSMO). Only energy values are
given for electronic transitions. All UV/Vis spectra showed
a Gaussian curve of full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
0.5 eV.

The calculations were carried out using the Turbomole 7.6
(ref. 64) program. For the 19 valence-electrons (VE) of Au quasi-
relativistic (QR) pseudo-potential (PP) of Andrae65 were
employed. We used three f-type and two g-type polarization
functions on gold (af ¼ 1.41, 0.40, 0.15; ag ¼ 1.20, 0.40). Also,
the C and S atoms were treated through PPs, using double-zeta
basis sets with the addition of two d-type polarization func-
tions.66 For the H atom, a double-zeta basis set plus one p-type
polarization function was used.67

Intending to have a complete representation of the inter-
actions in the cluster, we calculated the non-covalent
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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interaction index (NCI).68,69 This index allows to identify long
range interactions based on the reduced density gradient (s)
and the electronic density (r); which is possible through the
denition of the low-density regions where s tends to zero.
From this analysis, it is possible to obtain a representation in
the real space of the non-covalent interactions taking place
between the gold(I) atoms and others. Also, it allows to
distinguish between attractive and repulsive interactions
inside of the cluster. For interpretative purposes, the regions
of the surface colored in blue denote strong stabilizing inter-
actions; green indicates weak interactions usually associated
with van der Waals interactions, and the colored in red are
indicative of repulsive interactions. The analysis was per-
formed from the output densities obtained at the TPSS-D3
level as no major differences were observed between this and
PBE-D3 results.
Table 1 Selected geometric parameters of the [Au(S2CCH3)]4
(distances are in pm and angles in degrees) at the MP2, SCS-MP2 and
DFT levels with solvent effects (CS2). The reported values are average
of the described parameters

Method Au–Au Au–S S–C C–C a(Au–Au–Au) b(Au–Au–Au)

MP2 282.4 229.5 168.1 150.3 61.6 118.4
SCS-MP2 298.5 229.4 167.2 151.1 63.7 114.5
PBE-D3 301.1 233.5 169.7 149.5 64.9 115.1
TPSS-D3 296.0 234.1 169.8 149.9 64.2 115.8
Exp.53,54 300.5 229.7 166.1 151.3 66.4 114.6

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the non-covalent interactions involve
(the isovalue used as cutoff was set to 0.5).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Results and discussion
Geometrical structure and non-covalent interaction analysis
(NCI)

Some geometric parameters of the optimized gold cluster at the
different methods used in this study are shown in Table 1. We
report the averaged values of the parameters depicted from
Fig. 1. The resulting Au–Au distance and Au–Au–Au angles are
in close agreement with the experimental values used to vali-
date our models.53,54 In addition, the obtained optimized
structures reproduce the rhombic geometry of the four gold
centers. As evidenced from the data in Table 1, MP2 over-
estimates the correlation effects leading towards a shorter Au–
Au distances and a lower Au–Au–Au angle; while SCS-MP2 and
DFT-D3 methods were close to the crystal structure. According
to this, the Grimme correction method allowed to obtain a good
description of the Au–Au distance at the DFT level provided by
the comparison with the experimental values. The coordinates
of the optimized structures for each calculation method used in
this study are included in the ESI (Table S1†).

The geometry obtained at the MP2 level showed an Au–Au
average distance of 282.4 pm. It is known that the MP2
approximation exaggerates such week attractive interactions;
however, it gives a good indication of their existence.20,27,28 The
results at the SCS-MP2 and DFT-D3 levels are very similar (298.5,
301.1, and 296.0 pm, respectively) and show a Au–Au distance
slightly closer to that of the experimental structure. In all
methods, the Au–Au contacts are within the range described for
the classical aurophilic interaction.20 Regardless of the method
d in the gold cluster at three different angle perspectives (a), (b) and (c)

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557 | 33551



Fig. 3 Electronic spectra at the CC2 level calculated by [Au(S2CCH3)]4
in CS2.

Fig. 4 Electronic spectra at the SCS-CC2 level calculated by [Au(S2-
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used, the rest of the geometric parameters such as Au–S, S–C, C–
C, and Au–Au–Au angles remained without signicant changes.

Through the use of the NCI index, a representation in real
space of the non-covalent interactions was obtained with the
purpose of characterizing the inner forces that stabilize the
complex, analysis shown in Fig. 2. The gold cluster is expected
to be stabilized by the formation of aurophilic interactions.
From this analysis, it is possible to clearly visualize the disper-
sive contribution to this interaction depicted by the regions of
the surface colored in green at three different visualization
angles of the cluster. These regions are localized between each
pair of gold atoms. This feature is also present between the two
gold atoms at opposite position within the cluster but at
a shorter distance, as depicted by the perspective provided by
Fig. 2b. The dispersion forces are also revealed at the interface
between the dithioacetate ligands, which adopt a coplanar
interaction conformation that favors the dispersive interaction
between these ligands. Lastly, there is a ring-shaped surface
moiety at the Au–S interaction axis that denotes a region of
strong attractive interaction at the inside of the ring and
a strong repulsive interaction at the outer region. According to
our previous works on Au–chalcogen interaction,70–72 this
interaction feature raises at the surrounding of a strong ionic
interaction that takes part between gold and sulfur. In general,
the results from the NCI index reveal the widespread relevance
of the dispersion forces for the stability of the complex, which
also suggests that the systems adopt a conformation that allows
to maximize this contribution.
CCH3)]4 in CS2.
Excitation energy calculations

The absorption spectra have been calculated at the CC2, SCS-
CC2, and ADC(2) levels. Also, the excitation energies of the
model were analyzed at the TDDFT level using PBE and TPSS
functionals. We calculated the allowed spin-singlet transition
for these systems, based on the ground-state structures of
[Au(S2CCH3)]4 cluster, in gas and CS2 phases. The principal
vertical excitation energies calculated for the gold cluster are
reported in Table 2 and all transitions are included in the ESI
(Tables S2 and S3†).
Table 2 The absorption wavelengths (l in nm) corresponding to the
strong vertical excitation energies of [Au(S2CCH3)]4 calculated at
different levels of theory. Calculations considering gas and solvent
(CS2) effects are indicated. The strong transition is assigned to the
experiment

Method Principal transition

CC2 414
CC2 (solv) 410
SCS-CC2 415
SCS-CC2 (solv) 409
ADC(2) 429
ADC(2) (solv) 431
PBE 436
PBE (solv) 430
TPSS 424
TPSS (solv) 419
Exp.55 407

33552 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557
The experimental absorption spectra of [Au(S2CCH3)]4
cluster shows a band maximum at 407 nm with a shoulder at
430 nm in CS2 solvent.55 Very close excitation energies are
obtained at the CC2 (410 nm) and SCS-CC2 (409 nm) levels in
the same solvent phase. However, the band transition calcu-
lated at the ADC(2) and DFT levels is red shied compared to
the CC2 and SCS-CC2 values, with values of 431, 430, and
419 nm, respectively. All methods show a small red shi in the
gas phase. The shape of the bands obtained at the CC2 and
SCS-CC2 levels of theory are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The
experimental band has the same shape.55 For the other
methods, this band pattern is similar, and it is shown in the
ESI (Fig. F1–F3†). In all the methods is possible to observe
three important transitions that we have designated with the
letters (A), (B) and (C).

To identify the nature of the electronic excitations, the
expansion coefficients obtained by the different methods and
the composition of the most important molecular orbitals that
participate in the absorption process were used. The electronic
excitations of the [Au(S2CCH3)]4 cluster are assigned to transi-
tions from the ground state to: (i) metal–ligand-to-metal–ligand
(MLML), (ii) metal–ligand-to-metal (MLM), and (iii) metal–
ligand-to-ligand (MLL) charge transfers states. The excitation
characters of the strong bands are listed in Tables 3 and 4 in
CS2. We have used the wave function analysis to study the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 3 The strongest singlet excitation energies calculated for [Au(S2CCH3)]4 in CS2 are compared to experimental data. The excitation
energies and oscillator strengths have been calculated at the CC2, and SCS-CC2 levels using COSMOwith 3 ¼ 2.6. The orbital contributions and
the character of the transitions are also given

Method lcalc/nm fa Contributionb Transition type

CC2 441 (A) 0.0398 83a / 85a (70) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
410 (B) 0.0824 81a / 87a (29) LMMLCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))

80a / 85a (24) MLMLCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
82a / 86a (21) MLMCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(S) + pz(C))

400 (C) 0.0593 82a / 87a (62) MLMLCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
SCS-CC2 446 (A) 0.0399 83a / 85a (60) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))

409 (B) 0.0829 84a / 87a (31) MMLCT (sdx2–y2 + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
82a / 85a (15) MLMCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
83a / 87a (15) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))

403 (C) 0.0483 82a / 87a (57) MLMCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))

a Oscillator strength. b Values are |coeff.|2 � 100.

Table 4 The strongest singlet excitation energies calculated for [Au(S2CCH3)]4 in CS2 are compared to experimental data. The excitation
energies and oscillator strengths have been calculated at the ADC(2), PBE and TPSS levels using COSMO with 3 ¼ 2.6. The orbital contributions
and the character of the transitions are also given

Method lcalc/nm fa Contributionb Transition type

ADC(2) 472 (A) 0.0292 83a / 85a (62) MLMCT (sd + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
431 (B) 0.1164 82a / 85a (37) MLMCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz)

83a / 87a (28) MLMCT (sd + pz(S) / spz + pz(S))
84a / 91a (14) MLMCT (sd + pz(S) / spz)

422 (C) 0.0660 82a/ 87a (46) MLMCT (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(S))
PBE 432 (A) 0.0240 80a / 87a (70) MLMLCT(dxzdyz + pz(S) / s + pz(S) + pz(C))

430 (B) 0.0296 79a / 86a (67) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / pzdyz + pz(C))
81a / 87a (12) MLMLCT (dx2–y2dyz + pz(S) / s + pz(C))

427 (C) 0.0143 83a / 88a (95) MLLCT (sd + pz(S) / dyz + pz(S) + pz(C))
TPSS 449 (A) 0.0245 81a / 86a (46) MLMLCT(dx2–y2dyz + pz(S) / pz + pz(S) + pz(C))

80a / 85a (45) MLMLCT (dx2–y2dyz + pz(S) / pzdyz + pz(S) + pz(C))
420 (B) 0.0253 80a / 87a (46) MLMLCT (dx2–y2dyz + pz(S) / s + pz(S) + pz(C))

79a / 86a (24) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / pz + pz(S) + pz(C))
419 (C) 0.0265 79a / 86a (44) MLMLCT (sd + pz(S) / pz + pz(S) + pz(C))

80a / 87a (24) MLMLCT (dx2–y2dyz + pz(S) / s + pz(S) + pz(C))

a Oscillator strength. b Values are |coeff.|2 � 100.
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composition of each molecular orbital involved in electronic
sates in the process of absorption.

The spectra calculated at the CC2 and SCS-CC2 levels showed
transitions of the same type at similar energies. The composi-
tion of orbitals centered on the gold and sulfur (Au4S8 core)
atoms predominate, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. From the results
obtained by the CC2 level, the main transitions were located at
441 nm (A), 410 nm (B), and 400 nm (C), which were assigned to
83a (HOMO�1) / 85a (LUMO) (A), 81a (HOMO�3) / 87a
(LUMO+2); 80a (HOMO�4) / 85a (LUMO) (B), and 82a
(HOMO�2) / 87a (LUMO+2) (C). These bands correspond to
a MLML charge transfer. Here, the principal transition is (B),
which is made up of the HOMO�3 / LUMO+2 (dyz + pz(S) /
spz + pz(C)) and HOMO�3 / LUMO (dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C))
that can be dened as an MLMLCT excitation from antibonding
to bond character. The starting orbitals have contributions from
S (p*) orbitals and in a lower degree from gold orbitals.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Meanwhile, the arrival orbitals have a strong character of gold
orbitals. The orbitals are shown in Fig. 4.

On the other hand, the results of the SCS-CC2 level are very
similar to that given above by CC2 calculated. The theoretical
transitions were located at 446 nm (A), 409 nm (B), and 403 nm
(C), which were assigned to 83a (HOMO�1)/ 85a (LUMO) (A),
84a (HOMO) / 87a (LUMO+2), 82a (HOMO�2) / 85a
(LUMO) (B), and 82a (HOMO�2) / 87a (LUMO+2) (C). Also,
the bands described are associated with a MLML charge
transfer. The principal transition is B built by the HOMO /

LUMO+2 (sdx2–y2 + pz(S)/ spz + pz(C)) and HOMO�2/ LUMO
(dyz + pz(S) / spz + pz(C)) assigned as an MLMLCT excitation
from antibonding to bond character. Once again, we can see
that the starting orbitals have contributions from S (p*)
orbitals and in a lower percentage to gold orbitals (spz); while
the arrival orbitals have a strong character of gold. Fig. 5 shows
the orbitals involved in these transitions. This description
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557 | 33553



Fig. 5 Most important active molecular orbitals in the electronic transitions of the [Au(S2CCH3)]4 at the CC2 level in CS2.

Fig. 6 Most important active molecular orbitals in the electronic transitions of the [Au(S2CCH3)]4 at the SCS-CC2 level in CS2.

RSC Advances Paper
coincides with the one proposed by Vogler and Kunkely in
their experimental work55 when trying to qualitatively explain
the origin of the transition in the absorption spectrum. They
33554 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557
were tentatively assigned to metal-to-ligand charge transfer
with d/s mixing that leads to stabilization of the occupied
orbitals. The principal transitions are derived from the 5d
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 6 Computed emission and experimental energies for [Au(S2-
CCH3)]4. The transition T1 a So (lemission) used the optimization
geometries at T1 state. All calculations are considering the solvent
(ethanol) effect

Method

lemission [nm]

T1 / So

CC2 932
SCS-CC2 769
PBE 1088
TPSS 1285
Exp.55 743

Paper RSC Advances
atomic orbitals. The description is in agreement with the
calculations here presented.

The results from the ADC(2), PBE, and TPSS methods,
showed a similar trend where the absorption bands from the
gold cluster were slightly red shied when compared to the
corresponding absorption bands of the CC2 and SCS-CC2 levels
described above. It is observed that TPSS transitions are closer
to the two most precise methods, results listed in Table 4. The
absorption bands and molecular orbitals are given in the ESI
(Fig. F4–F6†). Furthermore, we can qualitatively appreciate that
the composition of the transitions are of the same type as in
those found from the CC2 and SCS-CC2 calculations. Once
again, the principal transitions show that the starting orbitals
have contributions from S (p*) orbitals and in a lower propor-
tion from gold orbitals (spz); while the arrival orbitals have
a strong character of gold orbitals. All transitions are centered
on the Au4S8 core.

All methods used above show the same main electronic
transition, from a S (p*) orbitals to the arrival orbitals of gold
atoms (d), which can be explained by the short gold–gold
distances described in the rst section. The presence of auro-
philic interactions conditions the location of the spectrum
band. This has also been described in complexes with inter-
molecular gold–gold interactions such as in [Au(NH3)2]n(NO3)n
(n ¼ 2, 4, 8) and ([Au(NCH)2][AuCl4])n (n ¼ 1, 2).28 In general,
although the aurophilic interaction is not relevant to estimate
the electronic properties directly, it is mainly the equilibrium
distance in the ground state with which these optical properties
are estimated. This is the starting point for describing the
excited state that will be described in the next section.
Emission energies

The emission properties of the gold cluster were also studied.
The rst triplet excited state (T1) structures using ethanol as
solvent were optimized at the same level of theory used for the
ground state (MP2, SCS-MP2, PBE, TPSS). The coordinates of
the optimized structures are presented in the Table S4 from the
ESI.† The differences between the So ground state and excited T1

provide information about the role of the Au(I) and S in the
cluster when the excitation process is produced.

The most essential bond lengths and bond angles of the
excited T1 state are summarized in Table 5. These data are
compared with the So ground state given in Table 1. The opti-
mized structure of the cluster at the excited T1 state show that
Table 5 Selected geometric parameters of the [Au(S2CCH3)]4
(distances in pm and angles in degrees) at the MP2, SCS-MP2 and DFT
levels with solvent effects (ethanol) in the triplet excited states (T1). The
reported values are average of the described parameters

Method Au–Au Au–S S–C C–C a(Au–Au–Au) b(Au–Au–Au)

MP2 270.6 229.9 168.7 149.7 65.1 114.9
SCS-MP2 272.9 230.2 169.2 150.4 63.6 116.4
PBE-D3 290.4 232.2 171.9 149.3 76.1 103.2
TPSS-D3 285.9 233.0 171.9 149.7 68.4 110.5

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
with all the methods there are mainly two important changes:
a shortening of Au–Au bonds, and a decrease in Au–Au–Au
angles. The other parameters, such as Au–S, S–C, and C–C
bonds, remain relatively invariant. We note that the MP2 and
SCS-MP2methods produce the lowest Au–Au distance, just as in
the ground state. In general, the decreases in both geometric
parameters manifest a binding state in T1. It was appreciated in
the previous section when the main transition in the absorption
spectrum had such character.

We have computed the corresponding So–T1 vertical excita-
tions using the optimized rst triplet excited state structures in
the methods above (in ethanol solvent) from the total energy for
each state. The calculated emission wavelengths are shown in
Table 6. The result for the SCS-CC2 level is 769 nm, which
agreed well with the experimental data of 743 nm.55 This is the
only methodology that comes close to experimental value. It is
be due to the inclusion of the SCS correction. On the other
hand, the CC2 method yields a longer transition of 932 nm.
TDDFT calculations generate very long transitions due to
further stabilization of the T1 state. The latter is expected since
the DFTmethods overestimate the energy of the excited state T1.
The analysis described above is in agreement with that carried
out experimentally by Vogler and Kunkely.55 They propose that
the emission is yielded from a spin-forbidden transition of the
type 3A1g /

1A2g. The large shi from absorption to emission is
due to the reduction of the gold–gold bond in the cluster, which
takes place in the excited state. This shi is experimentally
located at 9800 cm�1.54 The excited state contraction of the
gold–gold distance is veried by the calculations proposed in
this work for all the methods used.
Conclusion

Theoretical calculations at theMP2, SCS-MP2, ADC(2), and DFT-
D3 levels were suitable to describe the aurophilic interaction
present in the proposed model of the cluster with congura-
tions d10–d10. The weak gold interactions are described in the
NCI analysis. Through CC2 and SCS-CC2 calculations, we were
able to reproduce the experimental excitation spectra and
rationalize the relationship between the gold–gold distance and
the shi in the main absorption bands centered on the Au4S8
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33549–33557 | 33555
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core. Finally, gold cluster's emission properties were computed
the corresponding So–T1 vertical excitations given the SCS-CC2
level very good agreement with the experimental result.
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